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1 40319P06001 S.ANBAZHAGAN Mrs.R.PRAVEENA MTA45 Project Work

EDUTHVAINA

TAM MAKKAL 

NATDUPURAP

ADALGAL-

AIYVU

EDUTHVAINAT

AM
30 Hrs

Objectives and Outcomes  about  

his/her Field Work/Project

1) Folk songa talk about village people 

cultures.

2)Village peoples are singig the folk 

songs in every hindu festivals and bad 

events.

3) Many village women sing the folk 

songs.

4) Folk songs strongly connected to the 

human relations.

5) In technology development folk songs 

growth level was decreased.
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2 40319P06002 K.ANITHA Mrs.R.PRAVEENA MTA45 Project Work

VALLUVAR,BA

VANANDHIYA

R PARVAIEL 

KALVI

College Campus 30 Hrs

3 40319P06005 V.MAHALAKSHMI
Dr.K.RAVICHANDIR

AN
MTA45 Project Work

PERIYAMAMP

ATTU 

MAKKALIN 

NATTUPURAP

ADALKAL

PERIYAMAMPA

TTU 
30 Hrs

4 40319P06006 V.MALATHI Mrs.V.BINDHU MTA45 Project Work

MAHAKAVIBH

ARATHIYARIN 

THAMIL 

PATTRU

College Campus 30 Hrs

1. Valluvar Said that education is like an 

eye to a person

 2. He who has Knowledge of writing is 

royal to the god

 3.A person with different qualities is 

worth of a teacher

4. The humble learner will Rise

5. Immortal wealth is education only.

1) village peoples life style and 

disciplinary actions also explained.

 2)Mothers explained about her childrens  

beauty through in thalattu song.

3) It describe about village peoples 

working in land and sing their honesty.

4) Its closely related to village Deities.

5) In folk lyrics recall our ancient time 

songs.

1) Bharathiyar was well known play 

writer

2)Tamil language. To entered. All section 

be like. That Mother Tongue

3)He partrayesd the. Womens education

4)He used. Tamil lyrics in freedom 

struggle. Movement.

5)He explained. This. World imparting of 

tamil language individually

6) He run the tamil newspaper. That is 

called. Suthaseamithran



5 40319P06008 P.REVATHI Mr.P.PANDIAYAN MTA45 Project Work

G.U.POPPIN 

TAMILTHOND

U

College Campus 30 Hrs

6 40319P06009 P.SAROJINI Mr.P.PANDIAYAN MTA45 Project Work
THIRUKURALI

L NATBU
30 Hrs

7 40319P06010 A.SATHYA Mrs.V.BINDHU MTA45 Project Work

DR.R.K.SHAN

MUGATHIN 

VEECHUM 

VIRUCHAMU

M

College Campus 30 Hrs

1) He was an Anlica. Christia. Missionary 

and Tamil  Scholar.

2) His popular translations includ those 

of the Naaladiyaar, Thirukkural and 

Tirivasagam.

3) He said "I. date this on my Eightieth 

Birthday. I find by refere.ce, that my first 

Ta

I lesson was in 1837. This end, as 

Isuppose a long life of devotion to Tamil 

studies. It is not without deep e1) Thirukural biglights to point at the 

friendship.

2)Friendship has developed with good 

friends.

3) Both are equal love a.d equal sacrifice 

that are called good friendship.

4) Bad friendship destroyed good human 

charactors.

5) Inner and outer face joined togather 

that is called good friends.

1. He is the 1 st finance Minister in 

Independent India.

2. He also served as Present of India 

Central Legislative assembly.

3. He is Diwan of Cochin Region.

4. He is an lowyer ,eanomist and policies

5. He is a member of The imperial 

legislative Councils of India



8 40319P06011 P.SOWMIYA
Dr.K.RAVICHANDIR

AN
MTA45 Project Work

ARIJAR 

ANNAVIN 

OOR IRAVU 

NADAKATHIL 

KUDUMBA 

SIKKALKALU

M,THIRVUGAL

College Campus 30 Hrs

1 40320P06001 JOHNSI RANI A Mrs.V.BINDHU DFS20 Field Work

KALLAKURIC

HI MAVATTA 

SUTRULA 

THALANGAL

KALLAKURICH

I 
30 Hrs

2 40320P06003 KEERTHANA R Mrs.V.BINDHU DFS20 Field Work

PETTHASAMU

THIRA 

MAKKALIN 

KALVI NILAI 

MATRUM 

VAZHVATHAR

AM

PETTHASAMUT

HIRAM
30 Hrs

1.Drama is reflection our society.

2.Anna called as Tamilnadu's Bernard 

shaw.

3.Rich people should not response the 

poor people.

4.Widowers life destroyed and 

compulsion to attend the rape victim.

5.That drama developed the readers 

mind, creative their intellectual.

1.To know the information about the 

history of the temple.

2.It help to build good relationship with 

various people.

3.It gives lot of new experience and ideas 

we can learn lot from it.

4.It understand the countries social 

culture ,language environment and 

educational resources of nation.

5.It make a bridge between all kind of 
1.Thir education system can be added 

thirukkural and proverb and also include 

.

2.Livelihood is dependent on agricultural 

weeds. 

3.Named panchayat origin and 

specialization was to be learned.

4.Now a day village containing primary 

school and a library.

5.Graduation and over growth are 



3 40320P06004 LAVANYA J Mrs.R.PRAVEENA DFS20 Field Work
SIRUNAGALU

R 

NATTUPURAP

ADALGAL 

OOR AYVU

SIRUNAGALUR 30 Hrs

4 40320P06005 PAVITHRA P Dr.M.NAGARAJAN DFS20 Field Work

THIRUNAVAL

UR NAMBI 

AARURAR 

THIRUMADAM

UM 

THIRUKOVIL 

VALIPADUM 

VARALARUM

THIRUNAVALU

R 
30 Hrs

5 40320P06006 PRIYA S
Dr.K.RAVICHANDIR

AN
DFS20 Field Work

THANDALAI 

MAKKALIN 

NATTUPURA 

PADALGAL

THANDALAI 30 Hrs

1.In a simple way people can express 

thiru feelings and sing folk songs.

2.This area ladies expressed happynes 

and sarrow on her folk song.

3.The specialy of the songs sung at 

festivals.

4.In the neo civilized world in this village 

the lullaby sung by the mother with the 

cries of the children is sweetly heard.

5.The youth living in this area interested 1. This is the birth place of saint 

Sundaramurthy Nayantara

2. There is lot of Kambu Trees the village 

around because of this reason this village 

is called as

Thirunavalur

3. The Temple is located in midst of 

Jambu trees

4. Every Friday , they are conducting 

special pooja and Darshan

1.The meaning of the name thandalai is 

significant of greenery and richness.

2.Specializes in songs that people to 

relieve fatigue and boredom at work .

3.Unchanging folk songs can still be sean 

today.

4.we can learn different types of folk 

song.

5.Folk art can be seen in the developing 

village.



6 40320P06007
SANTHANABARAT

HI S

Dr.K.RAVICHANDIR

AN
DFS20 Field Work

PARIKAL 

VARATHARAJ

A PERUMAL 

VARALARUM 

VALIPADUM

PARIKAL 30 Hrs

7 40320P06008 VAIJAYANTHI A Dr.V.SENTHILRANI DFS20 Field Work

AATHUR 

VATTARA 

MAKKALIN 

SITTHA 

MARUTHUVA

M

Attur 30 Hrs

1.Tamunu oil help to cure the various 

kinds of diseases expecially it good 

medicine for children.

2.Naturally we have to lot of medicinal 

herbs these herbs help to cure our 

diseases.

3.It contains more calories and 

potassium.

4.It helps to burn unwanted fat and 

calories.

5.It siddha medicine is the most 

1.One can know the history of varadaraja 

perumal .

2.The king festival takes place which 

leads to religious unity.

3.The world famous gopal way makes the 

name of the city of parigal.

4.Parigal guide the spiritual life of the 

local people.

5.It one of the vaishnava sites of tamil 

nadu.



Criteria1.3.2

Number of Courses that Include experimental learning through Project work/field work/internship

S.No. Student Name Mentor Name
Subject 

Code

Field 

work/Project 

Title

Durat

ion

DR R.K.Shanmugham College of Arts and Science

Academic 2020-2021

Department of English

Program Name: M.A.English Program Code: P02

1.It Shows the clear cut of kallakurichi district profile.

2.To get wide knowledge about our reginal vulnerabilities

3.To know major rivers flowing

4.To enhance disaster resilience of the people in the district.

Mrs.S.Kavitha

Mrs.D.Sakthi Brinda3 40320P02005 Karthick S Field work

Disaster 

management in 

kallakurichi

30 Hrs

DFS20

DFS20

2

Objectives and Outcomes(Give 5 Points about Field 

Work/Project )

Please 

SpecifyProjec

t Work/Field 

Work/Interns

hip 

Register 

Number

Schemes, 

opportunity and 

challegers for the 

empowement of 

woman

30 Hrs

1.Schemes and opportunity for woman

2.challegers for the empowerment of woman

3.Problem of female education

4.Gender discrimination.

5.To know about violent against woman 

Mr.T.Satheskumar

4 40320P02006 Manju E DFS20 Field workDr.K.Sahish Kumar

40320P02004 Gowri S Field work

5.To understand about an emergency operation centre and its use.

The role of 

education in the 

development of 

woman in tamil 

nadu

30 Hrs

2. To enhance Virtual Reality,Wearable Technology and 5G

3.To Know about the significance of technology .

4.The impact of mass media.

5. To know about various kinds of technology.

1.It shows woman education before the twentieth century.

2.To Increase access to education for women.

3.Gaining knowledge and awareness of gender relations

1 40320P02001 Aishwarya S DFS20 Field work

The role of 

technology in the 

evolution of mass 

media

30 Hrs

1.It Shows revolutionary impact on communication.



5. It shows Tamil Nadu's scheme

4 40320P02006 Manju E DFS20 Field workDr.K.Sahish Kumar

5 40320P02007 Priyadharshini V DFS20 Field workMr.R.Surendiran

The role of 

education in the 

development of 

woman in tamil 

nadu

30 Hrs

7 40320P02009 Yuvarani R DFS20 Field work

Customer 

Prefence on soft 

drinks

30 Hrs

1.Statement regarding consumers problems

2.Profile of soft drink producers.

3.Consumers proferences

4.Significance of using Drinks.

5. Health issues of using soft drinks. 

6 40320P02008 Vidhya S DFS20 Field workMr.P.Manikandan

The pattern and 

methods of cotton 

cultivation in 

salem and 

kallakurichi 

regions

30 Hrs

1. Climate and rainfall 

2.Potential opportunity in alied sectors.

3.Natural and state schemes.

4.Daily development.

5.It covered under rural development in the field of cotton.

The ritual and 

cultural 

significant of 

temple festivals in 

kallakurichi 

region

30 Hrs

1.To know about kallakurichi region's popular temple festivals 

and rituals very clear

2.Festivals are spreading positive viberation among the people.  

3.To know about various kinds of dance through festivals.

4.This project tells about the tamil nadu traditional sport jallikattu.
5.To know about the importance of musical instruments.

4. It also shows the establishment of technical  institutions for women

Health advise and 

restriction during 

COVID 19

30 Hrs

1.To aware of the  COVID-19 .

2. Guidance on vaccination.

3.The risks of getting COVID-19

4.To ensure good hygiene

5. Public health units are best placed to advise

8 40320P02010 Meharjan L DFS20 Field workMr.T.Govindhan

Mrs.T.Nafia Kareem

Use of English in 

Media
30 Hrs

1.To provide opportunity for all men.

2.Discussed the social entities that are important factors in media.

3. To know the important of english in media. 

4.Success in any business by using English.

5.Media shows, everyone gives priority to english.

9 40320P02011 Tamizharasi E DFS20 Field workMrs.D.Sakthi Brinda

A study of Enima 

in Albert Camus's 

the Stranger 

30 Hrs

1.To understand the Enigma of good and evil.

2.Through this project we can understand about the main theme .

3.The major perception of the project is the search for the soul.

4.It clearly states the search for the soul is diffusing into science.
10 40319P02001 S.ARTHI MEN44 ProjectMr.P.Jayasrinath



A study of Enima 

in Albert Camus's 

the Stranger 

30 Hrs

5.To know about the soul has not progressed much beyond of 

primitive cultures.

10 40319P02001 S.ARTHI MEN44 ProjectMr.P.Jayasrinath

Assertion of the 

self and Feminist 

sketching the 

connection of 

vehicle, place and 

victims in the 

Novel Train to 

Pakistan by 

Khushwant Singh

30 Hrs

1.The Indian External affairs minister said that the secret of 

Khushwant Singh’s success lay in his learning and discipline and 

his belief in the veneer of the superficiality
2.To Khushwant Singh, this was a period of great disillusionment 

and crisis of values, a distressing and disintegrating period of his 

life.

3. Every citizen was caught up in the holocaust. No one could 

remain aloof; no one could be trusted to be impartial. 

4.The Muslim and  Non-Muslim neighbors do not get a chance to 

say Goodbye. 

5.The novel in short potrays the issues of Independence and partition 

11 40319P02002 S.ARUNA MEN44 ProjectMr.R.Surendiran

Endeavor of 

Women Ashwin 

Saravanan's 

Game Over

30 Hrs

1.Its based on a story with a serial killer.

2.It is her second time that she suffers from the uncontrollable 

feeling whenever she enters darkness.

3. It was explained technically impossible by a doctor that the 

pain was caused by it.4. The killer almost kills them both but is also taken down by 

them. 

5. To unconsciousness and confronts Swapna, who manages to 

stab him to death with a piece of broken mirror.

12 40319P02003 S.K.ASIVA POURNI MEN44 ProjectMr.T.Satheskumar

Suffering of 

woman and life of 

miseres in Manju 

Kapur's "A 

Married Woman"

30 Hrs

1.To know about the realistic problem in the life Indian women.

2.It reflects the traditional and social culture of new women.

3.To understand about the inner turmoil of a married woman.

4.This project bring out an awareness among women for their 

identity and status in a family and society.

5.To undrstand the gender discriminaton approving male supremacy.

13 40319P02004 B.BAVITHRA MEN44 ProjectMrs.S.Kavitha

A study of Socio - 

Economic 

Perspective in 

Aravind Adiga's 

The White Tiger

30 Hrs

1.It increased technology has led to world globalization.

2. Ihis noval is also a symbol for freedom and individuality.

14 40319P02005 R.DHANUSHA MEN44 ProjectMr.P.Jayasrinath



A study of Socio - 

Economic 

Perspective in 

Aravind Adiga's 

The White Tiger

30 Hrs
3. The novel is based on the disparities of two worlds.

4.The book shows a modern day, capitalist Indian society with 

free market and free business.

5.. It also shows how it can create economic division.

14 40319P02005 R.DHANUSHA MEN44 ProjectMr.P.Jayasrinath

Pity trail of 

Plebeian in 

"Untouchable" by 

Milk Raj Anand

30 Hrs

1.Mulk Raj Anand is not only regarded as a writer but a social 

reformer and Dalit writer too.

2.Dalit leaders and Human Right activists but the relevance of the 

novel Untouchable cannot be denied.

3.He not only raises the issue of untouchability but also of child 

labour,corruption of temple priests and humilation and 

degradation of human values.4.Only legal bonding may not help too much.The ultimate 

solution is to wash it from our brains first,to have a complete faith 

in humanity.

5. casteless society is a imagination which may turn into reality 

with the intensinve efforts of all the sects of the Indian society.

15 40319P02006 G.T.DINESHKUMAR MEN44 ProjectMr.T.Satheskumar

A Study of 

Revolutionary 

Society in Charles 

Dickens "A Tale 

of Two Cities".

30 Hrs

1) Most broadly, Sydney Carton is resurrected in spirit at the 

novel's close (even as he, paradoxically, gives up his physical life 

to save Darnay's).

2.Resurrection is a major theme in the novel. 

3. Good and Evil are symbolized by light and darkness.

4.It included some of the pains of poverty in England, as he had 

to work in a factory as a child to help his family.

5.The novel takes place primarily in London and Paris in the 

latter half of the eighteenth century.

16 40319P02007 E.GUNASEKAREN MEN44 ProjectMr.P.Manikandan

An Unachieved 

Dream in "Death 

of a salesman"by 

Arthur Miller.

30 Hrs

1.Willy Loman's dreams, however, set him up for failure.

2.Willy Loman is a dreamer, and he plants seeds in his backyard, 

hoping to provide for his family. The seeds represent potential, 

much like Willy's appointments

17 40319P02008 A.JAYABAL MEN44 ProjectMr.T.Satheskumar



An Unachieved 

Dream in "Death 

of a salesman"by 

Arthur Miller.

30 Hrs

3.Willy mentions the refrigerator, a material possession that 

appears built to self-destruct by the time the owner finishes 

paying for it. 

4.Willy is in over his head, and the monthly payments make it 

appear that the Lomans will never be ''free and clear.'' 

5.Willy says to Biff, ''I want you to know, on the train, in the 

mountains, in the valleys, wherever you go, that you cut down 

your life for spite!''

17 40319P02008 A.JAYABAL MEN44 ProjectMr.T.Satheskumar

Race and Gender 

Discrimination in 

Small Great 

Things

30 Hrs

1.The story is told from the complex multiple racial perspectives 

of the principal characters.

2.It occurs in a separate fairy-tale world where racism suddenly 

does not exist, resulting in a rather juvenile portrayal of racial 

politics in America.

3. An attempt to be more "white." 

4. The novel is bitter and angry at the way the Hallowells speak.

5.Conclusion occurs the multiple racial perspective.

18 40319P02010 K.KARTHIKEYAN MEN44 ProjectDr.K.Sahish Kumar

The 

representation of 

parts community 

life in Bapsi 

Sidhwa's the 

ceow eaters

30 Hrs

1.To understand the culture of parsi community in the early 20th 

century in London.

2.To know the parsi enigma of self and society.

3.It clearly states the peripheral and the heartfelt aspects of the 

hysterical style.

4.It states the social advancement of the parsi houshold.

5.This project explores th eparsi community self and society.

19 40319P02011
A.LOURDUROSLI

NMARY
MEN44 ProjectMrs.D.Sakthi Brinda

The Cultural 

Enlanglement of 

Diasporic Women 

in Jhumpa 

Lahiri's 

"unaccustomed 

Earth"

30 Hrs

1.To understand about the issue of loyalty and betrayal of own cultural.

2.To know the native culture despite the academic and economic success.

3.This topic bring out the bengali culture.
4.It states the mounting problems like alienation 

,displacement,isolation and discrimination.

5.To know the nostalgia for the homeland and barrier in 

communication.

20 40319P02012 A.NAGARAJAN MEN44 ProjectMrs.D.Sakthi Brinda



Empowering 

Hostiliti and 

political 

Machination in 

Sara suleri's 

Meatless

30 Hrs

2.To understand the violent history  of Pakistan's independence.

3.To know the effects of colonialism.

4. To understand the ontotological landscape and her own cultural.

1.This project bring out wrong interpretation and the islamic laws 

in the Pakistani society.

21 40319P02013 R.REVATHI MEN44 ProjectMr.P.V.Narasimmarao

5.To know the religion and the cultural development of the 20th century.

A Study of 

Imperialism 

inJoseph Conrad's 

Heart of Darkness

30 Hrs

1. To know Alienation and Loneliness.   

2. To understand Sanity and Insanity.

3.To find the meaning Doubt and Ambiquity.

4.To know difference between Race and Racism.

5. To know impact of violence and cruelty.                                                                            

22 40319P02014 P.RUBAN MEN44 ProjectMr.P.Manikandan

Reconciliation in 

Meena 

Alexander's 

"Nampally Road"

30 Hrs

1. To focuses on issues of cultural richness and psychological 

complexity

2. To describe about feminism and social politics.

3. Nampally Road is a narrative of minority struggle that focuses 

on the juxtaposition of past relationship and cultural and 

historical inheritance.

4. Nampally Road is depicting the painful voices of women's folk 

stories.

5. It demonstrate the analysis of the subaltern and speech in the 

representation of Rameeza's experience.

23 40319P02015 A.SANGEETHA MEN44 Project
Mr.P.V.Narasimmara

o

Irony and myth in 

the " Eater of 

Malgudi"

30 Hrs

1.Narayan set out with an ambition to be a modern writer.

2. Novels which shows Narayan at the pitch of his powers.

3.Malgudi was itself meant to a modern version of one of the 

Deva Asura conflicts of very ancient times.

4.Vasu is the killer of animals, the purveyor of carcasses, the 

enemy of Kumar, the temple elephant and the tremor of men (the 

other); he is of blackness all compact, he glows with evil, he is 

prince of darkness. 

24 40319P02016 P.SHANTHI MEN44 ProjectDr.K.Sahish Kumar



Irony and myth in 

the " Eater of 

Malgudi"

30 Hrs

5.Narayan’s fiction demonstrates that man can never completely, 

control his own destiny.

24 40319P02016 P.SHANTHI MEN44 ProjectDr.K.Sahish Kumar

Assertion of the 

Self and feminist 

theme in French 

lover by Thaslima 

Nasrin

30 Hrs

1. It tells the story of the patriarchal control exerted on the 

protagonist Nilanjana by her father.

2.Taslima Nasrin combines both fancy and reality to weave the novel.

3. It is a universal fact that the tradition and custom of any nation 

demands marriage as the legitimate institution to organize a 

family, the core part of which is centralized in a man and his wife.

4.The society at large is still ignorant of such vulgar and 

gruesome assaults on women though it is a land of “equality”, 

but she revolts against these atrocities by transforming herself 

into a lesbian to get a female.

5.The heroine removes herself from her family and her husband 

because she feels she has an identity of her own that cannot be 

related to anybody else.

25 40319P02017 N.SOUNDHARYA MEN44 ProjectMr.R.Surendiran

Validation of love 

amidst hurdles in 

Ravindra Singh's 

Novel " Will you 

still love me"

30 Hrs

1. The plot is concerned with how love blossoms between 

Rajveer,  a reckless boy from Punjab, and Lavanya, an easygoing 

Meghalayan girl of Assamese origin. 2.Theme serves as a subplot to the main theme of romantic love; 

one that is apparently “incompatible” with the narrative you 

would expect from a book such as this: the importance of road 

safety.

3.Women empowerment: Interspersed with the sentimental 

undertone are tidbits of the author’s own views about the 

(financial and emotional) independence of women.

4.Northeast Surgeancy

5. The novel is titled aptly. The fact that you are made to wonder 

why to the very end is what makes it befitting.

26 40319P02019 R.THENMOZHI MEN44 ProjectMrs.S.Kavitha



Criteria1.3.2

Number of Courses that Include experimental learning through Project work/field work/internship

S. 

No
Name of the Mentor

Subject 

Code

Field 

work/Project 

Title

Duration Objectives and Outcome  about his/her  Field Work/Project

Understand the foundations of mathematics

Be able to perform basic computations in higher mathematics

Be able to read and understand middle-level proofs

Be able to write and understand basic proofs

Use mathematical ideas to model real-world problems

formulate and solve problems as networks and graphs.

solve the problems using special solution algorithms.

use CPM and PERT techniques, to plan, schedule, and control project activities.

formulate pure, mixed, and binary integer programming models.

solve the integer programming models using branch-and-bound method.

will be able to define algebraic structures.

will be able to construct substructures.

Identify fundamental structures of abstract algebra including rings, fields, and integral domains.

 Locate and use theorems to solve problems in number theory and theory of polynomials over a field.

 Effectively write abstract mathematical proofs in a clear and logical manner

use an initial condition to find a particular solution of a differential equation.  

solve problems involving exponential growth and decay.

Will be able to explain the concept of differential equation.

Classifies the differential equations with respect to their order and linearity.

 Will be able to find solution of higher-order linear differential equations. 

Discuss sensation and perception

Understand the models of learning and behavior

Learn and apply the models of memory

Intellectual skills. With this type of learning outcome, rules or procedures.
perform the matrix operations of addition, multiplication and transposition.

First and higher order differences-forward differences and Backward differences

. It is used for solving a system of equations.

To know how to find the roots of transcendental equations.

To learn how to interpolate the given set of values

Numerical  

Differential and 

Integration

Operations  

Research

Countable 

Ordinary 

Differential 

Equation

30 hrsManjula A6 40320P20006 Dr.S.Azhaguvelavan DFS 20

Field Work

Field Work

Field Work 30 hrs

5 40320P20005 Kowsalya P Mr.R.Kanniyappan DFS 20 Algebra-Matrix 30 hrs

4 40320P20004 Inbarasan T Dr.S.Poongodisatiya DFS 20

30 hrs

Student Name

3 40320P20003 Deepa S Mr.A.Mani DFS 20 Field Work Modern Algebra 30 hrs

Field Work

Mr.R.Kanniyappan

Please 

SpecifyProject 

Work/Field 

Work/Internshi

p 

Register.No

Geometry TypesDr.S.Azhaguvelavan DFS 20

DFS 20

1 40320P20001 Akash SP

2 40320P20002 Chandru V Field Work 30 hrs

DR R.K.Shanmugham College of Arts and Science

Academic 2020-2021

Department of Mathematics

Program Name:M.Sc Mathematics Program Code:P20



To learn numerical solution of differential equations.

Represent complex numbers algebraically and geometrically.

To understand the Harmonic functions on a disc and concerned results.

To understand range of analytic functions and concerned results.

 Express concepts of convergence sequences and series of the complex functions.

Apply the concept and consequences of analyticity &C-R equations  of results on harmonic.

Describe and demonstrate basic properties of graphs.

Describe the concept of isomorphic graphs and isomorphism invariant properties of graphs.

 Describe knowledgeably special classes of graphs that arise frequently in graph theory.

Describe one real-world application of graph theory.

Produce rigorous proofs of results that arise within the context of graph theory.

To understand the modulus of a Complex valued function and results regarding.

To understand and learn to use Argument Principle.

To study the functions with positive real part.

To understand the principal of Analytic Continuation and the concerned results.

To understand the factorization of entire functions having infinite zeros.

 Be able to recognize odd, even, periodic, increasing, decreasing functions.

 Be able to calculate limits at infinity of rational functions.

 Be able to calculate limits in indeterminate forms by a repeated use ofLagrange's method.

Understand the concept of indefinite integral as anti-derivative.

To find Double  Integrals,Change  of  order  of  Integration ,Triple  Integrals.

Expansions of cosnθ , sin nθ ; Expansion of tan nθ in terms of tan θ.

 Powers of sines and cosines of θ in terms of functions of multiples of θ.

 Relation between Hyperbolic Functions ; Inverse Hyperbolic Functions.

 Resolution into Factors ;Logarithm of complex quantities.

 Summation of Trigonometric Series.

Compute the Taylor series and Power series for given functions

Identify and prove that a function has a limit as x approaches infinity. 

Define and recognize the continuity of real functions.

Demonstrate skills in communicating . demonstrate skills in communicating mathematics. 

 Recognize the difference between pointwise &uniform convergence of a sequence of functions.

Numerical  

Differential and 

Integration

Real Analysis 

Power Series

Complex Analysis

Shibiya R Dr.S.Poongodisatiya DFS 20

Field Work Calculus 30 hrs

12 40320P20012 Tamilrasi R Dr.S.Azhaguvelavan DFS 20

Field Work Trignomentry 30 hrs

Field Work 30 hrs

40320P20011

10 40320P20010 Purachimani K Mr.A.Mani DFS 20

Field Work Graph Theory 30 hrs

9 40320P20009 Priya R Mr.R.Kanniyappan DFS 20 Field Work 30 hrs

8 40320P20008 Priya M Dr.S.Poongodisatiya DFS 20

30 hrsManjula A

7 40320P20007 Presilla E Mr.A.Mani DFS 20
Harmonic 

function
Field Work 30 hrs

6 40320P20006 Dr.S.Azhaguvelavan DFS 20 Field Work



Criteria1.3.2

Number of Courses that Include experimental learning through Project work/field work/internship

S.No.
Name of the 

mentor

Subject 

Code

Field 

work/Project 

Title

Duration

2

DR R.K.Shanmugham College of Arts and Science

Academic 2020-2021

Department of Physics

Program Name : M.Sc. Physics Program Code : P21

MPH46

Synthesis and 

charecterization 0f 

Cu+G Dopped ZnO 

Nano powder using 

a simple soft 

chemical Method.
4.Nanoscale devices can interact with large 

biological molecules on both the surface and 

inside cells involved in cancer.

6 Months

1 40319P21002 ANBARASU.J

40319P21007 NAVEEN.K

3 40319P21012
RAMACHANDRA

N.S

Objectives and Outcomes about his/her 

Project Work

Please 

SpecifyProject 

Work/Field 

Work/Internship 

Place of Work
Register 

Number

Project Work
College 

Campus
Mr.G.ANGURAJ

1.The discovery, development, and 

deployment of nanoscale science, engineering, 

and technology to serve the public good.

2.The goal of this phase is to determine the 

particle's size, size distribution, molecular 

weight, density, surface area, porosity, 

hydrophilicity, surface charge density, purity, 

surface chemistry, and stability.

3.Nanotechnology is designed to provide a 

novel and improved approach to cancer 

diagnosis and treatment.

5.Nanotechnology provides many benefits in 

many areas of life, it helps to improve many 

technological and industrial sectors to a large 

extent, such as information technology, energy, 

medicine, national security, environmental 

science, food safety, and many others.

Student Name



5

7

8

9

11

10

5. biosynthesis include photosynthesis, 

chemosynthesis, amino acid synthesis, nucleic 

acid synthesis, and ATP synthesis.

1.A good knowlade of structure and essential 

properties.
2.Allow tailoring new hybrid or composite 

materials

40319P21016

MPH46

Ultrasonic and 

Thermodynamic 

studies of some 

metal chloride in 

Aqueous sucrose 

medium.

Project Work
College 

Campus
6 Months

2.This process often consists of metabolic pathways. 

3.The products which are produced as a result 

of biosynthesis are necessary for cellular and 

metabolic processes deemed essential for 

survival.
4.Biosynthetic phase is the phase of 

photosynthesis where the chemical products of 

the light reaction are used to synthesize the 

actual food i.e. glucose, in the higher plants.

1. To detect transparent and other items where 

optical technologies may fail, ultrasonic 

sensors are a reliable choice.

4 SOWMIYA.D

6 40319P21019 VINOTHKUMAR.GG

Dr.N.PRAKASH

Bio synthesis of 

gold nano particles 

using flower 

Extracts of Rosa 

Damascena as 

Reducing  agent

Project Work
College 

Campus
6 MonthsMPH46Dr.K.RAJA

SANGAVI.D

ARAVINDSURIYA.A

MUTHAMIZH.M

ANUSHA.R

3.In the search for new electronic 

materials,crystal growth plays an essential 

part.

5.Grystal growth is the process of phase 

transition from a gas or a liquid to a solid.

40319P21004

40319P21006

40319P21003

40319P21015

1.Biosynthesis is a multi-step, enzyme-

catalyzed process where substrates are 

converted into more complex products in 

living organisms.

4.Crystal growth is a major stage of a 

crystallization process.

College 

Campus
6 MonthsMPH46

Growth And 

Characterization Of 

New Semi-Organic 

L-Proline Strontium 

Chloride 

Monohydrate Single 

Crystals By Slow 

Evaporation 

Method

Project Work
Mr.S.SUNDHARA

VADIVEL
40319P21017

40319P21001

SRIDEVI.D

AMIRUTHAVARS

HINI.G



12

13

15

16

17

18

Dielectric studies of 

binary liquid 

mixtures of alkyl 

amines with a non 

polar solvent

Project Work

PACHAIYAMMAL.A

PRIYADHARSHINI.K

RAJESHWARI.M

RANI.R40319P21013

6 Months

2.Ultrasonic sensors can measure the distance 

to a wide range of objects regardless of shape, 

color or surface texture. They are also able to 

measure an approaching or receding object.

3.Ultrasonic devices are used to detect objects 

and measure distances.

4.In the nondestructive testing of products and 

structures, ultrasound is used to detect 

invisible flaws.

1.A dielectric material is used to separate the 

conductive plates of a capacitor. This insulating 

material significantly determines the properties 

of a component.

2.The study of dielectric properties concerns 

storage and dissipation of electric and 

magnetic energy in materials.

3.A dielectric is used in between the two plates 

of the capacitor because it reduces this 

tendency much more than an air gap.

4.As the non-polar dielectric slab is introduced 

between two oppositely charged plates, each 

molecule of the non-polar dielectric slab gets 

polarized. 

Dr.R.AMALANAT

HAN
MPH46

MPH46

Ultrasonic and 

Thermodynamic 

studies of some 

metal chloride in 

Aqueous sucrose 

medium.

Project Work
College 

Campus
6 Months

College 

Campus

5.ultrasonic sensors measure distance by using 

ultrasonic waves.

Dr.N.PRAKASH

YUVANESH.R40319P2102014

DIVYA.M

NITHYA.R
40319P21008

40319P21009

40319P21010

40319P21011

40319P21005



19

3.Nanotechnology is designed to provide a 

novel and improved approach to cancer 

diagnosis and treatment.

4.Nanoscale devices can interact with large 

biological molecules on both the surface and 

inside cells involved in cancer.

5.Nanotechnology provides many benefits in 

many areas of life, it helps to improve many 

technological and industrial sectors to a large 

extent, such as information technology, energy, 

medicine, national security, environmental 

science, food safety, and many others.

6 Months
College 

Campus
Project Work

Photocatalytic Dye 

Degradation of 

Cu+Go doped ZnO 

Nano powder using 

wet chemical 

method

MPH46Mrs.S.SASIKALAROSELIN SARAL.A40319P2101420

2.The goal of this phase is to determine the 

particle's size, size distribution, molecular 

weight, density, surface area, porosity, 

hydrophilicity, surface charge density, purity, 

surface chemistry, and stability.

1.The discovery, development, and 

deployment of nanoscale science, engineering, 

and technology to serve the public good.

Dielectric studies of 

binary liquid 

mixtures of alkyl 

amines with a non 

polar solvent

Project Work

SURIYAMAGESHWARAN.S

6 Months

5.Inserting a dielectric increases the 

capacitance, reducing the energy stored in the 

capacitor. ... The capacitor actually does work 

to pull the dielectric in between the plates, 

reducing the stored energy.

Dr.R.AMALANAT

HAN
MPH46

College 

Campus

40319P21018



Criteria1.3.2

Number of Courses that Include experimental learning through Project work/field work/internship

S.

No

.

Student Name Name of the mentor
Subject 

Code

Field 

work/Project 

Title

Duration

DR. A. SENTHILRAJA

A FIELD 

STUDY 

REPORT ON 

PROCESS OF 

SUGAR 

MANUFACTU

RING AT 

DHARANI 

SUGAR MILL.  

30 Hrs

The students learned about the 

production and operation 

management.

The students were thrilled to observe 

the implementation of their  

theoretical concept that formed part 

of the their operation research.       

They learned functional subject and 

practical knowledge of a working 

business  organization.  The students 

learned manufacturing of the product 

like cutting grinding mixing  and 

packaging.

DR R.K.Shanmugham College of Arts and Science

Academic 2020-2021

Department of chemistry

Program Name: M.Sc.Chemistry Program Code: P14

DFS 201 40320P14001 AMSAVALLI P
FIELD 

WORK

Objectives and Outcomes of 

His/her Field work

Please 

SpecifyPr

oject 

Work/Fiel

d 

Work/Inte

rnship 

Place of Work
Register 

Number

KALAYANALLUR



The students learned about the 

production and operation 

management.

The students were thrilled to observe 

the implementation of their  

theoretical concept that formed part 

of the their operation research.       

They learned functional subject and 

practical knowledge of a working 

business  organization.  The students 

learned manufacturing of the product 

like cutting grinding mixing  and 

packaging.

MOONGILTHURAI

PATTU
30 HrsDFS 202 40320P14002 INBATHAMIZHAN R

FIELD 

WORK

A FIELD 

STUDY 

REPORT ON 

PROCESS OF 

SUGAR 

MANUFACTU

RING AT 

COOPERATIV

E SUGAR 

MILL  

3 40320P14003 KASTHURI M DFS 20
FIELD 

WORK

A FIELD 

STUDY 

REPORT ON 

PROCESS OF 

SUGAR 

MANUFACTU

RING AT 

DHARANI 

SUGAR MILL.  

KALAYANALLUR

MR. K. KUMAR

30 Hrs

The students learned about the 

production and operation 

management.

The students were thrilled to observe 

the implementation of their  

theoretical concept that formed part 

of the their operation research.       

They learned functional subject and 

practical knowledge of a working 

business  organization.  The students 

learned manufacturing of the product 

like cutting grinding mixing  and 
WATER 

QUALITY 

MONITORING

, 

STANDARDS 

AND 

TREATMENT

MAADUR 30 Hrs

The students learned about 

flocculation, coaulation, 

sedimentdation methods. Students 

learnnd ato check quality of water.   

They learned technical proceedue of 

water quality treatment                                                                                                

4 40320P14004 LAWRANCE JOHN  J DFS 20
FIELD 

WORK

Mr. N. ANGAMUTHU

Mr. V. 

MARIYAPPILLAI



WATER 

QUALITY 

MONITORING

, 

STANDARDS 

AND 

TREATMENT

MAADUR 30 Hrs

The students learned about 

flocculation, coaulation, 

sedimentdation methods. Students 

learnnd ato check quality of water.   

They learned technical proceedue of 

water quality treatment                                                                                                

5 40320P14005 PURUSHOTHAMAN M DFS 20
FIELD 

WORK

WATER 

QUALITY 

MONITORING

, 

STANDARDS 

AND 

TREATMENT

MAADUR 30 Hrs

The students learned about 

flocculation, coaulation, 

sedimentdation methods. Students 

learnnd ato check quality of water.   

They learned technical proceedue of 

water quality treatment                                                                                                

4 40320P14004 LAWRANCE JOHN  J DFS 20
FIELD 

WORK

Mr. V. 

MARIYAPPILLAI

Dr. R. JAYASEELAN

A FIELD 

STUDY 

REPORT ON 

PROCESS OF 

SUGAR 

MANUFACTU

RING AT 

DHARANI 

SUGAR MILL.  

KALAYANALLUR 30 Hrs

The students learned about the 

production and operation 

management.

The students were thrilled to observe 

the implementation of their  

theoretical concept that formed part 

of the their operation research.       

They learned functional subject and 

practical knowledge of a working 

business  organization.  The students 

learned manufacturing of the product 

like cutting grinding mixing  and 

packaging.

7 40320P14008 SABARIGIRI  M DFS 20
FIELD 

WORK

A FIELD 

STUDY 

REPORT ON 

PROCESS OF 

SUGAR 

MANUFACTU

RING AT 

COOPERATIV

E SUGAR 

MILL  

MOONGILTHURAI

PATTU
30 Hrs

The students learned about the 

production and operation 

management.

The students were thrilled to observe 

the implementation of their  

theoretical concept that formed part 

of the their operation research.       

They learned functional subject and 

practical knowledge of a working 

business  organization.  The students 

learned manufacturing of the product 

like cutting grinding mixing  and 

packaging.

6 40320P14007 RAMYA K DFS 20
FIELD 

WORK

DR. J. AHAMED 

SULTHAN

Mrs. B. SANGEETHA



7 40320P14008 SABARIGIRI  M DFS 20
FIELD 

WORK

A FIELD 

STUDY 

REPORT ON 

PROCESS OF 

SUGAR 

MANUFACTU

RING AT 

COOPERATIV

E SUGAR 

MILL  

MOONGILTHURAI

PATTU
30 Hrs

The students learned about the 

production and operation 

management.

The students were thrilled to observe 

the implementation of their  

theoretical concept that formed part 

of the their operation research.       

They learned functional subject and 

practical knowledge of a working 

business  organization.  The students 

learned manufacturing of the product 

like cutting grinding mixing  and 

packaging.

Mrs. B. SANGEETHA

WATER 

QUALITY 

MONITORING

, 

STANDARDS 

AND 

TREATMENT

MAADUR 30 Hrs

The students learned about 

flocculation, coaulation, 

sedimentdation methods. Students 

learnnd ato check quality of water.   

They learned technical proceedue of 

water quality treatment                                                                                                

9 40320P14010 SHAJITHA S DFS 20
FIELD 

WORK

A FIELD 

STUDY 

REPORT ON 

PROCESS OF 

SUGAR 

MANUFACTU

RING AT 

DHARANI 

SUGAR MILL.  

KALAYANALLUR 30 Hrs

The students learned about the 

production and operation 

management.

The students were thrilled to observe 

the implementation of their  

theoretical concept that formed part 

of the their operation research.       

They learned functional subject and 

practical knowledge of a working 

business  organization.  The students 

learned manufacturing of the product 

like cutting grinding mixing  and 

packaging.

8 40320P14009 SETHUPATHI N DFS 20
FIELD 

WORK
Mr. A. VENGATESAN

DR. A. SENTHILRAJA



9 40320P14010 SHAJITHA S DFS 20
FIELD 

WORK

A FIELD 

STUDY 

REPORT ON 

PROCESS OF 

SUGAR 

MANUFACTU

RING AT 

DHARANI 

SUGAR MILL.  

KALAYANALLUR 30 Hrs

The students learned about the 

production and operation 

management.

The students were thrilled to observe 

the implementation of their  

theoretical concept that formed part 

of the their operation research.       

They learned functional subject and 

practical knowledge of a working 

business  organization.  The students 

learned manufacturing of the product 

like cutting grinding mixing  and 

packaging.

DR. A. SENTHILRAJA

WATER 

QUALITY 

MONITORING

, 

STANDARDS 

AND 

TREATMENT

MAADUR 30 Hrs

The students learned about 

flocculation, coaulation, 

sedimentdation methods. Students 

learnnd ato check quality of water.   

They learned technical proceedue of 

water quality treatment                                                                                                

11 40320P14012 SUJITH U DFS 20
FIELD 

WORK

A FIELD 

STUDY 

REPORT ON 

PROCESS OF 

SUGAR 

MANUFACTU

RING AT 

COOPERATIV

E SUGAR 

MILL  

MOONGILTHURAI

PATTU
30 Hrs

The students learned about the 

production and operation 

management.

The students were thrilled to observe 

the implementation of their  

theoretical concept that formed part 

of the their operation research.       

They learned functional subject and 

practical knowledge of a working 

business  organization.  The students 

learned manufacturing of the product 

like cutting grinding mixing  and 

packaging.

10 40320P14011 SIVA T DFS 20
FIELD 

WORK
MR. K. KUMAR

Mr. N. ANGAMUTHU



11 40320P14012 SUJITH U DFS 20
FIELD 

WORK

A FIELD 

STUDY 

REPORT ON 

PROCESS OF 

SUGAR 

MANUFACTU

RING AT 

COOPERATIV

E SUGAR 

MILL  

MOONGILTHURAI

PATTU
30 Hrs

The students learned about the 

production and operation 

management.

The students were thrilled to observe 

the implementation of their  

theoretical concept that formed part 

of the their operation research.       

They learned functional subject and 

practical knowledge of a working 

business  organization.  The students 

learned manufacturing of the product 

like cutting grinding mixing  and 

packaging.

Mr. N. ANGAMUTHU

A FIELD 

STUDY 

REPORT ON 

PROCESS OF 

SUGAR 

MANUFACTU

RING AT 

COOPERATIV

E SUGAR 

MILL  

MOONGILTHURAI

PATTU
30 Hrs

The students learned about the 

production and operation 

management.

The students were thrilled to observe 

the implementation of their  

theoretical concept that formed part 

of the their operation research.       

They learned functional subject and 

practical knowledge of a working 

business  organization.  The students 

learned manufacturing of the product 

like cutting grinding mixing  and 

packaging.

12 40320P14013
SURIYAMOORTHI 

M
DFS 20

FIELD 

WORK

Mr. V. 

MARIYAPPILLAI



13 40320P14014 VIJAY S DFS 20
FIELD 

WORK

A FIELD 

STUDY 

REPORT ON 

PROCESS OF 

SUGAR 

MANUFACTU

RING AT 

COOPERATIV

E SUGAR 

MILL  

MOONGILTHURAI

PATTU
30 Hrs

The students learned about the 

production and operation 

management.

The students were thrilled to observe 

the implementation of their  

theoretical concept that formed part 

of the their operation research.       

They learned functional subject and 

practical knowledge of a working 

business  organization.  The students 

learned manufacturing of the product 

like cutting grinding mixing  and 

packaging.

Dr. R. JAYASEELAN



Program Name: M.Sc(Computer Science)

Criteria1.3.2

Number of Courses that Include experimental learning through Project work/field work/internship

S.No. Student Name
Name of the

Mentor

Subject 

Code

Field work/Project 

Title
Duration

DR R.K.Shanmugham College of Arts and Science

Academic 2020-2021

Department of Computer Science

Program Code: P15

Objectives and Outcomes about his/her fieldwork or Project

Please 

SpecifyProject 

Work/Field 

Work/Internship 

Place of Work
Register 

Number

2. May know about Cross wireless Networks

3. May get a knowledge about congestion control

4. It will improve a knowledge about SQL

5. She Learned about Data Transmission

6 MonthsR.MAHALAKSHMI MCS411 40319P15002 ARUNA A PROJECT WORK

A SCATTERED 

ROUTING 

PROTOCOL FOR 

CROSS WIRELESS 

NETWORKS

SUMERU 

Technologies Pvt 

Ltd

1. Student can learn about DTR

2 40319P15003 BADMANATHAN K PROJECT WORK

5. He can overcome Shoulder Surfing.

K.KARTHIKA

1. He can learn about DIP.

2. May get a knowledge about Php and MySql.

3. He can learn about Computer Security and Privacy.

4. Student can design an Illusion PIN.

ILLUSION PIN 

BASED 

TRANSACTIONS

SUMERU 

Technologies Pvt 

Ltd
6 MonthsMCS41

SUMERU 

Technologies Pvt 

Ltd
6 Months

1. May get a knowledge about Asp.Net and MySql.

2. Student Can be well aware of Graphical Passwords.

3. She can learn .Net framework

4. May get Knowledge about Technical Services.

5. Well aware of Geo captcha Techniques.

ACHIEVING 

SHOULDER SURFING  

RESISTANT 

GRAPHICAL 

AUTHENTICATION

3 40319P15004 DIVYA K MCS41 PROJECT WORKS.ELAMARAN



PROJECT WORK

A LIGHT WEIGHT 

SECURE DATA 

SHARING FOR 

MOBILE CLOUD 

COMPUTING

SUMERU 

Technologies Pvt 

Ltd
6 Months

1. Student may learned about Cloud Computing.

2. May learned about Light weight Data Sharing Scheme

3. She learned Attribute based encryption Algorithm.

4. May get a knowledge about Asp.Net, C#.Net and MySql.

5. May learned about ODBC & JDBC Connectivity.

4 40319P15005 JEEVITHA M MCS41V.ABIRAMAN

EXPOSURE TESTING 

FOR OVERHAUL 

LEVEL 

AGREEMENTS

SUMERU 

Technologies Pvt 

Ltd
6 Months

1. Student may learn about SLA

2. She may learned about Web based cloud computing

3. May learn about Security analysis .

4. May get a knowledge about Asp.Net, C#.Net and MySql.

5. She can know well about Report Generation.

5 40319P15006 KEERTHANA M MCS41 PROJECT WORKB.KARTHICK

CHILDREN 

VACCINATION 

REMAINDER

SUMERU 

Technologies Pvt 

Ltd
6 Months

1. He studied about Health outcomes (Pediatric)

2. May get a knowledge about MySql and Php.

3. He learned about Vaccination

4. May get a knowledge about Software Testing

5. Student may well aware of Precaution activities.

6 40319P15007 TAMILSELVAN MCS41 PROJECT WORKS.DHANALAKSHMI

REVOKABLE DATA 

ACCESS SYSTEM

SUMERU 

Technologies Pvt 

Ltd
1 Months

1. He can learn about DIP.

2. May get a knowledge about Php and MySql.

3. He can learn about Computer Security and Privacy.

4. Student can design an Illusion PIN.

5. He can overcome Shoulder Surfing.

7 40319P19001 JAGADEESH P MIT47 PROJECT WORKS.DHANALAKSHMI

COLLOBORATIVE 

ONLINE MULTITASK 

LEARNING PROCESS

SUMERU 

Technologies Pvt 

Ltd
1 Months

1. Student may learned about Cloud Computing.

2. May learned about Light weight Data Sharing Scheme

3. She learned Attribute based encryption Algorithm.

4. May get a knowledge about Asp.Net, C#.Net and MySql.

5. May learned about ODBC & JDBC Connectivity.

8 40319P19002
NSANZE 

JOYEUSE ELIANE
MIT47 PROJECT WORKK.KARTHIKA

ANT COLONY 

STREAM 

CLUSTERING FOR 

DYNAMIC DATA

SUMERU 

Technologies Pvt 

Ltd
1 Months

1. Student may well aware of  JDBC & ODBC Connectivity

2. May get a knowledge about MySql and Php.
9 40319P19003 SURIYA G MIT47 PROJECT WORKR.MAHALAKSHMI



ANT COLONY 

STREAM 

CLUSTERING FOR 

DYNAMIC DATA

SUMERU 

Technologies Pvt 

Ltd
1 Months 3. He can learned about Client_Server

4. Student can design an Illusion PIN.

5. He can overcome Shoulder Surfing.

9 40319P19003 SURIYA G MIT47 PROJECT WORKR.MAHALAKSHMI

10 40320P15001 ARUNKUMAR G DFS20 FIELD STUDY
Impact of Covid 19 on 

People's Survival
Sulankurichi 30 Hrs

1. It provide the student with an opportunity for a practical, “real 

world” experience

2. purpose of developing direct leadership

3. Apply the theory, Knowledge, Skills and Techniques obtauned in 

Class Room.

4. It will develop a professional persona by Integrating the

lessons of a Professional Environment

5. Provide an oppurtunity to explore onPublic people's condition 

during Pandamic period

R.MAHALAKSHMI

11 40320P15002 ARUNPANDIYAN L DFS20 FIELD STUDY
Impact of Covid 19 on 

People's Survival
Chinasalem 30 Hrs

1. It provide the student with an opportunity for a practical, “real 

world” experience

2. purpose of developing direct leadership

3. Apply the theory, Knowledge, Skills and Techniques obtauned in 

Class Room.

4. It will develop a professional persona by Integrating the

lessons of a Professional Environment

5. Provide an oppurtunity to explore onPublic people's condition 

during Pandamic period

S.GAYATHRI

12 40320P15003 HARIPRASATH T DFS20 FIELD STUDY
Impact of Covid 19 on 

People's Survival
Kallakurichi 30 Hrs

1. It provide the student with an opportunity for a practical, “real 

world” experience

2. purpose of developing direct leadership

3. Apply the theory, Knowledge, Skills and Techniques obtauned in 

Class Room.

4. It will develop a professional persona by Integrating the

lessons of a Professional Environment

K.KARTHIKA



12 40320P15003 HARIPRASATH T DFS20 FIELD STUDY
Impact of Covid 19 on 

People's Survival
Kallakurichi 30 Hrs

5. Provide an oppurtunity to explore onPublic people's condition 

during Pandamic period

K.KARTHIKA

13 40320P15004
JACKSON LEO 

RAJ P
DFS20 FIELD STUDY

Impact of Covid 19 on 

Students Studies
Viriyur 30 Hrs

1. It provide the student with an opportunity for a practical, “real 

world” experience
2. purpose of developing direct leadership

3. Apply the theory, Knowledge, Skills and Techniques obtauned in 

4. It will develop a professional persona by Integrating the

5. Provide an oppurtunity to explore on Students Studies condition 

during Pandamic period

S.ELAMARAN

14 40320P15005 KEERTHANA B DFS20 FIELD STUDY
Impact of Covid 19 on 

Students Studies
Sankarapuram 30 Hrs

1. It provide the student with an opportunity for a practical, “real 

world” experience

2. purpose of developing direct leadership

3. Apply the theory, Knowledge, Skills and Techniques obtauned in 

Class Room.

4. It will develop a professional persona by Integrating the

lessons of a Professional Environment

5. Provide an oppurtunity to explore on Students Studies condition 

during Pandamic period

R.MAHALAKSHMI

15 40320P15006 MARIYAPILLAI E DFS20 FIELD STUDY
Impact of Covid 19 on 

Students Studies
Siruvatthur 30 Hrs

1. It provide the student with an opportunity for a practical, “real 

world” experience

2. purpose of developing direct leadership

3. Apply the theory, Knowledge, Skills and Techniques obtauned in 

Class Room.

4. It will develop a professional persona by Integrating the

5. Provide an oppurtunity to explore on Students Studies condition 

during Pandamic period

S.GAYATHRI

16 40320P15007 PRASANTH E DFS20 FIELD STUDY
Impact of Covid 19 on 

Small Scale Industries
Rishivandiyam 30 Hrs

1. It provide the student with an opportunity for a practical, “real 

world” experience

2. purpose of developing direct leadership

3. Apply the theory, Knowledge, Skills and Techniques obtauned in 

4. It will develop a professional persona by Integrating the

lessons of a Professional Environment

5. Provide an oppurtunity to explore a Small Scale Industries condition 

during Pandamic period

K.KARTHIKA



17 40320P15008
RAGEL 

JOYSMARY D
DFS20 FIELD STUDY

Impact of Covid 19 on 

Small Scale Industries
Nagalur 30 Hrs

1. It provide the student with an opportunity for a practical, “real 

world” experience

2. purpose of developing direct leadership

3. Apply the theory, Knowledge, Skills and Techniques obtauned in 

Class Room.

4. It will develop a professional persona by Integrating the

lessons of a Professional Environment

5. Provide an oppurtunity to explore a Small Scale Industries condition 

during Pandamic period

S.ELAMARAN

18 40320P15009 RAJESH S DFS20 FIELD STUDY
Impact of Covid 19 on 

Small Scale Industries
Kadathur 30 Hrs

1. It provide the student with an opportunity for a practical, “real 

world” experience

2. purpose of developing direct leadership

3. Apply the theory, Knowledge, Skills and Techniques obtauned in 

Class Room.

4. It will develop a professional persona by Integrating the

lessons of a Professional Environment

5. Provide an oppurtunity to explore a Small Scale Industries condition 

during Pandamic period

V.ABIRAMAN

19 40320P15010 RAMAMURTHY K DFS20 FIELD STUDY
Impact of Covid 19 on 

Daily Wages Peoples
ThiyagaDurgam 30 Hrs

1. It provide the student with an opportunity for a practical, “real 

world” experience

2. purpose of developing direct leadership

3. Apply the theory, Knowledge, Skills and Techniques obtauned in 

Class Room.
4. It will develop a professional persona by Integrating the

5. Provide an oppurtunity to explore a Daily Wages Peopl's condition 

during Pandamic period

B.KARTHICK

20 40320P15011 SANGEETHA M DFS20 FIELD STUDY
Impact of Covid 19 on 

Daily Wages Peoples
Karadichitoor 30 Hrs

1. It provide the student with an opportunity for a practical, “real 

world” experience

2. purpose of developing direct leadership

3. Apply the theory, Knowledge, Skills and Techniques obtauned in 

4. It will develop a professional persona by Integrating the

5. Provide an oppurtunity to explore a Daily Wages People's condition 

during Pandamic period

V.ABIRAMAN

21 40320P15013 SOWMIYA DFS20 FIELD STUDY
Impact of Covid 19 on 

Daily Wages Peoples
Ariyaperumanoor 30 Hrs

1. It provide the student with an opportunity for a practical, “real 

world” experience

B.KARTHICK



21 40320P15013 SOWMIYA DFS20 FIELD STUDY
Impact of Covid 19 on 

Daily Wages Peoples
Ariyaperumanoor 30 Hrs

2. purpose of developing direct leadership

3. Apply the theory, Knowledge, Skills and Techniques obtauned in 

Class Room.

4. It will develop a professional persona by Integrating the

lessons of a Professional Environment

5. Provide an oppurtunity to explore a Daily Wages People's condition 

during Pandamic period

B.KARTHICK

22 40320P15014 VIGNESH S DFS20 FIELD STUDY
Impact of Covid 19 on 

Teachers
Emapper 30 Hrs

1. It provide the student with an opportunity for a practical, “real 

world” experience

2. purpose of developing direct leadership

3. Apply the theory, Knowledge, Skills and Techniques obtauned in 

4. It will develop a professional persona by Integrating the

5. Provide an oppurtunity to explore a Teachers condition during 

S.GAYATHRI

23 40320P15015
VINCENT 

CLINTON J
DFS20 FIELD STUDY

Impact of Covid 19 on 

Teachers
Indili 30 Hrs

1. It provide the student with an opportunity for a practical, “real 

world” experience

2. purpose of developing direct leadership
3. Apply the theory, Knowledge, Skills and Techniques obtauned in 

Class Room.

4. It will develop a professional persona by Integrating the

lessons of a Professional Environment

5. Provide an oppurtunity to explore a Teachers condition during 

Pandamic period

S.DHANALAKSHMI



Program Name :B.B.A

Criteria1.3.2

Number of Courses that Include experimental learning through Project work/field work/internship

S.No. Student Name
Subject 

Code

Field work/Project 

Title Duratio

n

DR R.K.Shanmugham College of Arts and Science

Academic 2020-2021

Department of Business Administration

Program Code: U08

Register 

Number

Please 

SpecifyProject 

Work/Field 

Work/Internshi

Place of Work Objectives and Outcomes of his field work

To provide job related knowledge to the workers.

To impart skills among the workers systematically.

To bring out change in the attitudesof the workers 

towards fellow workers ,supervisor and

 the organization.

To improve the productivity of the workers.

To reduce the number of accidents by 

providing safety training of the workers.To provide job related knowledge to the workers.

To impart skills among the workers systematically.

To bring out change in the attitudesof the workers 

towards fellow workers ,supervisor andTo improve the productivity of the workers.

To reduce the number of accidents by 

providing safety training of the workers.

To provide job related knowledge to the workers.

To impart skills among the workers systematically.

To bring out change in the attitudesof the workers 

towards fellow workers ,supervisor andTo improve the productivity of the workers.

To reduce the number of accidents by 

providing safety training of the workers.

1

2

3

BPBA66

BPBA66

BPBA66

A study on

 Employees Training 

and

 Development in 

Surya Oil and

 Extraction 

Private Limited

A study on

 Employees Training 

and

 Development in 

Surya Oil and

 Extraction 

Private Limited

A study on

 Employees Training 

and

 Development in 

Surya Oil and

 Extraction 

Private Limited

One 

Month

One 

Month

One 

Month

40318U08001 P.Ajithkumar Thachur

40318U08002 P.S.Akkash Thachur

Project Work/

Internship

40318U08004 D.Ashok kumar Thachur

Project Work/

Internship

Project Work/

Internship



To provide job related knowledge to the workers.

To impart skills among the workers systematically.

To bring out change in the attitudesof the workers 

towards fellow workers ,supervisor and

 the organization.To improve the productivity of the workers.

To reduce the number of accidents by 

providing safety training of the workers.

To provide job related knowledge to the workers.

To impart skills among the workers systematically.

To bring out change in the attitudesof the workers 

towards fellow workers ,supervisor and

 the organization.

To improve the productivity of the workers.

To reduce the number of accidents by 

providing safety training of the workers.

Align Employees with the organization's goals 

and values

Employee Productivity

Enhance employees sense of Well- Being

Improve workplace conditions that Drive

 engagement

Understand the attitudes of employees.

Align Employees with the organization's goals 

and valuesEmployee Productivity

Enhance employees sense of Well- Being

Improve workplace conditions that Drive

 engagement

Understand the attitudes of employees.

Align Employees with the organization's goals 

and values

4

5

6

7

8

BPBA66

BPBA66

BPBA66

BPBA66

BPBA6640318U08010

A study on

 Employees Training 

and

 Development in 

Surya Oil and

 Extraction 

Private Limited

A study on

 Employees Training 

and

 Development in 

Surya Oil and

 Extraction 

Private Limited

A Study on 

Employee

 Engagement in 

Lakshan

 Plastics 

A Study on 

Employee

 Engagement in 

Lakshan

 Plastics 

A Study on 

Employee

 Engagement in 

Lakshan

 Plastics 

One 

Month

One 

Month

One 

Month

One 

Month

One 

Month

40318U08005 K.Babu Thachur

40318U08006 S.Chandru Thachur

40318U08007 R.Dheeraj Kumar Thiyagadurugam

40318U08008 A.Gokulnath Thiyagadurugam

P.Janani Thiyagadurugam

Project Work/

Internship

Project Work/

Internship

Project Work/

Internship

Project Work/

Internship

Project Work/

Internship



Employee Productivity

Enhance employees sense of Well- Being

Improve workplace conditions that Drive

 engagement

Understand the attitudes of employees.

Align Employees with the organization's goals 

and valuesEmployee Productivity

Enhance employees sense of Well- Being

Improve workplace conditions that Drive

 engagement

Understand the attitudes of employees.

Align Employees with the organization's goals 

and valuesEmployee Productivity

Enhance employees sense of Well- Being

Improve workplace conditions that Drive

 engagement

Understand the attitudes of employees.

Clear idea regarding topics and receiver of 

communication

Determination of purpose

Understanding the environment of communication

Planning for communication with consulting others.

Consider the content of message

Clear idea regarding topics and receiver of 

communication

Determination of purpose

Understanding the environment of communication

Planning for communication with consulting others.

Consider the content of message

8

9

10

11

12

BPBA66

BPBA66

BPBA66

BPBA66

BPBA66

40318U08010

A Study on 

Employee

 Engagement in 

Lakshan

 Plastics 

A Study on 

Employee

 Engagement in 

Lakshan

 Plastics 

One 

Month

One 

Month

One 

Month

One 

Month

One 

Month

P.Janani Thiyagadurugam

40318U08011 N.Jayakumar Thiyagadurugam

40318U08012 R.Kannan Thiyagadurugam

40318U08013 G.Karthikeyan Kachirayapalayam
Project Work/

Internship

A Study on 

Employee

 Engagement in 

Lakshan

 Plastics 

A Study on effective 

communication 

between the 

Management and

employees special 

reference with 

Kallakurichi

  

40318U08014 K.Karthikeyan Kachirayapalayam
Project Work/

Internship

A Study on effective 

communication 

between the 

Management and

employees special 

reference with 

Project Work/

Internship

Project Work/

Internship

Project Work/

Internship



Clear idea regarding topics and receiver of 

communication

Determination of purpose

Understanding the environment of communication

Planning for communication with consulting others.

Consider the content of message

Clear idea regarding topics and receiver of 

communicationDetermination of purpose

Understanding the environment of communication

Planning for communication with consulting others.

Consider the content of message

Clear idea regarding topics and receiver of 

communication

Determination of purpose

Understanding the environment of communication

Planning for communication with consulting others.

Consider the content of message

To understand the satisfaction level of buyer towards

 Yamaha bike

To know the level of the buyer satisfaction

To know about the diverse brands of the similar bike 

sold in areaTo study the marketing strategy

To know about Yamaha motor cycle with regards in the 

specified customer view

To understand the satisfaction level of buyer towards

 Yamaha bike

To know the level of the buyer satisfaction

13

14

15

16

17

BPBA66

BPBA66

BPBA66

BPBA66

One 

Month

One 

Month

One 

Month

One 

Month

One 

Month

40318U08015 A.Krishna kumar Kachirayapalayam

40318U08016 K.Manikandan Kachirayapalayam

Project Work/

Internship

Project Work/

Internship

A Study on effective 

communication 

between the 

Management and

employees special 

reference with 

A Study on effective 

communication 

between the 

Management and

employees special 

reference with 

Kallakurichi

  

40318U08017 N.Maniraj Kachirayapalayam

40318U08019 M.Manobalaji Kallakurichi

40318U08020 A.Mary Shakila Kallakurichi

Project Work/

Internship

Project Work/

Internship

Project Work/

Internship

A Study on effective 

communication 

between the 

Management and

employees special 

reference with 

Kallakurichi

  
A study on customer

 satisfaction in 

Yamaha

 motors at 

Kallakurichi

A study on customer

 satisfaction in 

Yamaha

 motors at 

Kallakurichi
BPBA66



To know about the diverse brands of the similar bike 

sold in area

To study the marketing strategy

To know about Yamaha motor cycle with regards in the 

specified customer view

To understand the satisfaction level of buyer towards

 Yamaha bike

To know the level of the buyer satisfaction

To know about the diverse brands of the similar bike 

sold in area

To study the marketing strategy

To know about Yamaha motor cycle with regards in the 

specified customer view

To study the effect of job promotion on employee

To learn the employee's satisfaction on the interpersonal relationship exist in the organizationTo provide the practical suggestion

 for the improvement of organization performanceTo study the effect of monetary and

 non- monetary benefits provided by organzation To study the important factors which are needed 

to motivate employees.

To study the effect of job promotion on employee

To learn the employee's satisfaction on the interpersonal relationship exist in the organization
To provide the practical suggestion

 for the improvement of organization performanceTo study the effect of monetary and

 non- monetary benefits provided by organzation To study the important factors which are needed 

to motivate employees.

To study the effect of job promotion on employee

To learn the employee's satisfaction on the interpersonal relationship exist in the organizationTo provide the practical suggestion

 for the improvement of organization performanceTo study the effect of monetary and

 non- monetary benefits provided by organzation 

17

18

19

20

21

A study on customer

 satisfaction in 

Yamaha

 motors at 

Kallakurichi

A study on employee 

motivation in

 Surya Oil and

 Extraction 

Private Limited 

A study on employee 

motivation in

 Surya Oil and

 Extraction 

Private Limited 

A study on employee 

motivation in

 Surya Oil and

 Extraction 

Private Limited 

One 

Month

One 

Month

One 

Month

One 

Month

One 

Month

40318U08020 A.Mary Shakila Kallakurichi
Project Work/

Internship

A study on customer

 satisfaction in 

Yamaha

 motors at 

Kallakurichi

40318U08021 P.Moorthy Kallakurichi

BPBA66

BPBA66

40318U08023 R.Parthiban Thachur

40318U08024 M.Prakash Thachur

BPBA66

BPBA66

Project Work/

Internship
40318U08022 S.Nithishwaran ThachurBPBA66

Project Work/

Internship

Project Work/

Internship

Project Work/

Internship



To study the important factors which are needed 

to motivate employees.

To study the effect of job promotion on employee

To learn the employee's satisfaction on the interpersonal relationship exist in the organizationTo provide the practical suggestion

 for the improvement of organization performanceTo study the effect of monetary and

 non- monetary benefits provided by organzation To study the important factors which are needed 

to motivate employees.Align Employees with the organization's goals 

and values

Employee Productivity

Enhance employees sense of Well- BeingImprove workplace conditions that Drive

 engagement

Understand the attitudes of employees.Align Employees with the organization's goals 

and values

Employee Productivity

Enhance employees sense of Well- BeingImprove workplace conditions that Drive

 engagement

Understand the attitudes of employees.Align Employees with the organization's goals 

and values

Employee Productivity

Enhance employees sense of Well- BeingImprove workplace conditions that Drive

 engagement

Understand the attitudes of employees.Align Employees with the organization's goals 

and values

Employee Productivity

Enhance employees sense of Well- BeingImprove workplace conditions that Drive

 engagement

Understand the attitudes of employees.To understand the satisfaction level of buyer towards

Krishna TVS motors

To know the level of the buyer satisfactionTo know about the diverse brands of the similar bike 

sold in area

To study the marketing strategyTo know about Krishna TVS motor cycle with regards in the 

specified customer view

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

A study on employee 

motivation in

 Surya Oil and

 Extraction 

Private Limited 

A study on employee 

motivation in

 Surya Oil and

 Extraction 

Private Limited 

BPBA66

One 

Month

One 

Month

One 

Month

One 

Month

One 

Month

One 

Month

One 

Month

Project Work/

Internship

40318U08024 M.Prakash Thachur

40318U08025 J.Pushparaj Thachur

A Study on 

"Employees 

performance in

 Lakshan Plastics

A Study on 

"Employees 

performance in

 Lakshan Plastics

A Study on 

"Employees 

performance in

 Lakshan Plastics

BPBA66

BPBA66

BPBA66

BPBA66

Project Work/

Internship

40318U08026 R.Ramarajan Thiyagadurugam

40318U08027 P.Sakthivel Thiyagadurugam

40318U08028 S.Sarathi Thiyagadurugam

Project Work/

Internship

A Study on 

"Employees 

performance in

 Lakshan Plastics

A Study on Customer 

Buying Behaviour at 

Krishna TVS motors, 

Thiyagadurugam 

Kallakurichi

BPBA66

Project Work/

Internship

Project Work/

Internship

BPBA66

Project Work/

Internship

40318U08029 K.Sathishkumar Thiyagadurugam

40318U08030 M.Sathishkumar Thiyagadurugam

Project Work/

Internship



30 40318U08035 P.Udhayasuriyan BPBA66
Project Work/

Internship

A Study on Customer 

Buying Behaviour at 

Krishna TVS motors, 

Thiyagadurugam 

Kallakurichi

Thiyagadurugam
One 

Month

To understand the satisfaction level of buyer towards

To know the level of the buyer satisfaction

To know about the diverse brands of the similar bike 

To study the marketing strategy

To know about Krishna TVS motor cycle with regards in the 

specified customer view

To understand the satisfaction level of buyer towards

To know the level of the buyer satisfaction

To know about the diverse brands of the similar bike 

To study the marketing strategy

To know about Krishna TVS motor cycle with regards in the 

To understand the satisfaction level of buyer towards

To know the level of the buyer satisfaction

To know about the diverse brands of the similar bike 

To study the marketing strategy

To know about Krishna TVS motor cycle with regards in the 

specified customer view

28

29 BPBA66

A Study on Customer 

Buying Behaviour at 

Krishna TVS motors, 

Thiyagadurugam 

Kallakurichi

One 

Month

One 

Month

Project Work/

Internship

A Study on Customer 

Buying Behaviour at 

Krishna TVS motors, 

Thiyagadurugam 

Kallakurichi

BPBA66

Project Work/

Internship
40318U08033 R.Tamilarasan Thiyagadurugam

40318U08031 R.Sridhar Thiyagadurugam



Criteria1.3.2

Number of Courses that Include experimental learning through Project work/field work/internship

S.No. Name of the mentor
Subject 

Code

Field 

work/Project 

Title

Duration

4.To identify the reasons for lower performance in the 

work

5. To suggest various measures for better performance

DR R.K.Shanmugham College of Arts and Science

Academic 2020-2021

Department of Commerce

Program Name : M.Com. Program Code P09

1 40319P09001 Project work

KUMARESAN K DR. T.ARUL2 40319P09002 Project work

A study on 

Problems Faced 

by Workers of 

SAGO SERVE 

Industries at 

Chinnasalem 

Taluk.

CHINNAS

ALEM
MCM45

Register 

Number

Customer 

Satisfaction 

towards TVS 

motorbikes at 

Kallakurichi.

KALLAKU

RICHI

Student Name

CHANDRU T DR.P.JOHNVICTOR MCM45

VELUMANI M 

Objectives and Outcomes about his Field 

Work/Project

Please 

SpecifyProjec

t Work/Field 

Work/Interns

hip 

Place of 

Work

1. To know the cusomer sdatisfaction in driving the 

two wheelers

2. To know the socio economic condition of 

respondents

3. To study the Satisfaction of customers towards 

TVSMotors
4.To identify the reasons for purchase of the brands

5. To suggest various measures in changes to be made 

in TVS motor Bikes

6 

Mont

hs

6 

Mont

hs

1. To know the problems faced by the employees of 

SAGO Serveindustries

2. To know the socio economic condition of 

respondents

3. To study the Satisfaction of employees 

40319P090033 Mrs.V.SUBASINI MCM45

Astudy on 

Customer 

Satisfaction 

towards Gold 

Winner Oil 

Products at 

kallakurichi 

District.

KALLAKU

RICHI
Project work

6 

Mont

hs

1. To know the cusomer sdatisfaction inoil brands



VELUMANI M 

VENKATESAN B

VIJAY D

40319P09003

40319P09004

40319P09005

3

4

5

Mrs.V.SUBASINI

Mrs.C. Rajeswari

DR.R.ANANDARAM

AN

MCM45

MCM45

MCM45

Astudy on 

Customer 

Satisfaction 

towards Gold 

Winner Oil 

Products at 

kallakurichi 

District.

Problems and 

prospects of  

MSME in 

kallakurichi Dist.

Project work

KALLAKU

RICHI

Financial 

Inclusion of 

Banking Sector in 

Kallakurichi

Project work

Project work

6 

Mont

hs

6 

Mont

hs

6 

Mont

hs

KALLAKU

RICHI

KALLAKU

RICHI

2. To know the socio economic condition of 

respondents

3. To study the Satisfaction of customers 

towardsGoldwinner products

4.To identify the reasons for purchase of the brands

5. To suggest various measures in improvingt the 

quality of the brand

1. To know the acccount holders satisfaction towards 

MSME services

2. To know the socio economic condition of 

respondents

3. To study the problems faced by the account holders 

in accounts

4.To identify the reasons for poor satisfaction levelof 

maintaining the accounts

5. To suggest various measures to be done for better 

performance

1. To know the acccount holders satisfaction towards 

banking services
2. To know the socio economic condition of 

respondents

3. To study the problems faced by the account holders 

in accounts

4.To identify the reasons for poor satisfaction levelof 

maintaining the accounts

5. To suggest various measures to be done for better 

performance


